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Announcements

 Reminder: HW1 is due Thursday, Jan. 30th beginning of 
class

 Today: 
 The Grid (1.4)
 Generation Technologies (1.5)
 Energy Conservation and Phasors

 Start reading Masters Sections 1.6, 3.1 and 3.2.



Electricity Hourly Prices: Jan. 27, 2014



Electricity Hourly Prices: Jan. 28, 2014



Explanation of High Prices



Electricity Infrastructure: The Grid

Distribution substation (next chart)



Electricity Infrastructure: The Grid

 A simple distribution station



North America Interconnections



North America Interconnections



WECC Interconnects

High Voltage DC 
interconnection

AC

DC

AC

Good for matching frequency 
and phase.
Bi-directional.



Balancing Electricity Supply and Demand

 Power supply must always match demand at every 
moment.

 The rotational speed of generators at power plants is 
directly proportional to grid frequency (60 Hz in U.S.)
 Supply = Demand: f = 60 Hz
 Supply < Demand: f < 60 Hz
 Supply > Demand: f > 60 Hz

 Generators have controls that adjust power to match 
the load in order to keep the frequency constant.



Balancing Electricity Supply and Demand

 Pgen = Torque*ω

 Automatic generator controls attempt to hold the 
frequency constant

Torque adjusted here

60 Hz ac grid



Bathtub Analogy

• Each nozzle responds 
at a different speed.
• Ramp rate is a 

physical limitation
• Marginal cost of 

electricity is an 
economic limitation

• Source/Load balancing 
occurs on many 
timescales



Baseload, Intermediate and Peaking Plants

Example of hour-by-hour, day-by-day 
power demand



Example: Daily Variation for California

Peak summer day 
in 1999

Lighting and A/C 
are the main 
cause of the peak 
during the day.



Baseload Plants

 Run continuously at full power

 Expensive to build, cheap to run*

 Expensive to shut down

 Very slow ramp rate (cannot meet minute-by-minute 
or even hour-by-hour load variations)

 Examples: Nuclear, large coal-fired steam

Clinton, IL nuclear plant.

1065 MW



Load Following / Intermediate Plants

 Average ramp rate 
 Can track predictable daily load variations

 Run at whatever power level is needed to match grid 
variations

 Examples: Most fossil-fueled plants, large 
hydroelectric plants
 Solar and wind could fit in here, but in a different way since 

source power is variable.

2000 MW

Hoover Dam, Hydro Plant



Peaker Plants

 Cheap to build, expensive to operate

 Small power ratings

 Used to meet highest peak demands

 On for only tens of hours per year

 Fast ramp rate: can meet minute-by-minute power 
variations

 Example: Typically these are gas turbines (GTs)

Lausward, Germany. From phys.org



Additional Methods for Balancing Electricity 
Supply and Demand

 Regulation Services
 Small, extremely high ramp rate
 Track second-by-second demand changes
 Provide frequency regulation

 Spinning Reserve
 Generator spins all the time, but only produces power when 

needed.

 “Demand-Side Management”
 Varying customer load automatically

 Smart appliances, for example

 This is a “Smart Grid” concept

From Wikipedia: Demand Response

Clothes dryer with a demand 
response switch to reduce peak 

demand.



Advanced Bathtub Analogy



Grid Stability

 Causes of blackouts:
 Faults: trees on lines, birds, squirrels, ice, etc.
 Too much load

 Grid at capacity, then a fault occurs
 Hot summer days: lines sag, hit trees, too much load to recover

 Generator failure



Basic Steam Power Plants 

Rankine Cycle: Working fluid (water) changes phase from gas to liquid 

and back again

TH ≈ 600°C

TC ≈ 30°C



Modern Coal-Fired Steam Power Plants

 Provide about 40% of U.S. electricity

 Usually large units that operate well with fairly fixed 
loads
 Run more or less continuously

 In general, high capital costs, low operating costs

 Responsible for a significant portion of CO2, sulfur 
oxide (SOx), mercury, nitrogen oxides (NOx)

 Pollution controls have been in place since the 1960’s
 40% of the cost of a new plant
 Use 5% of the generated electricity



Modern Coal-Fired Steam Power Plant



Basic Combustion Gas Turbine (GT) 

Brayton Cycle: Working fluid is always a gas (no 

phase change)

• Most common fuel is natural gas



Basic Combustion Gas Turbine (GT)

 Typically smaller than steam plants

 Modern aeroderivative gas turbines draw on 
technology developed for aerospace generators

 Can be run intermittently due to ease of adjustment

 Low capital costs

 Traditionally, high operating costs, but recent trends 
have been pushing natural gas costs down

 Typical efficiency around 30-40%



Gas Turbine

Source: Masters



Combined Cycle Power Plants

Efficiencies of up to 60% can be achieved, with even higher

values when the steam is used for heating.

T ≈ 550°C This part is added

TC ≈ 30°C



Integrated Gasification, Combined-Cycle Power 
Plant (IGCC)

 Like a Gas Turbine, but the gas comes from coal

 More efficient than standard pulverized coal (PC) plants.
 Makes it possible to capture and sequester CO2 more easily



See Hand Notes


